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Abstract. Creating adaptive applications consists of three aspects: creating a conceptual structure of the application domain, including concept relationships that can be used for adaptation, creating content to match the conceptual structure, and setting up a software environment that performs the adaptive delivery of that content to the end-user. In this tutorial we first show how to install the AHA! system. We then show how to create a concept structure using AHA!’s authoring tools and how to develop content so that AHA! can serve and adapt it to the individual user. AHA! is an open source Java-servlet-based software environment that works with the tomcat webserver, on Linux (or Unix) as well as on Microsoft Windows. It is available from http://aha.win.tue.nl/.

1 Introduction

Adaptive hypermedia systems [1,2] have started to appear around 1990, when researchers combined the concepts of hypertext/hypermedia with user modeling and user adaptation. The first and foremost application of adaptive hypermedia was in education, where the navigational freedom of hypermedia was introduced into the area of intelligent tutoring systems. But since then applications in information systems, information retrieval and filtering, electronic shopping, recommender systems, etc. have been realized. The advent of the Web has made the use of (basic) hypermedia facilities easier, through the use of HTML. However, creating adaptive hypermedia on the Web requires server-side functionality for user modeling and for the adaptive generation of (HTML) pages. Until recently almost every adaptive hypermedia application was based on a special-purpose (server-side) system. The development of adaptive hypermedia applications and systems has had a one-to-one relationship. This has seriously hindered the development of interesting new adaptive applications by researchers with insufficient skills or financial means to develop their own adaptive hypermedia system. The AHA! system [6], or Adaptive Hypermedia Architecture, was designed and implemented at the Eindhoven University of Technology, and sponsored by the NLNet Foundation through the AHA! project, or Adaptive Hypermedia for All. AHA! is an open source general-purpose adaptive hypermedia system, through which very different adaptive applications can be created. AHA! offers low-level facilities for creating exactly the desired look-and-feel for each application and for fine-tuning the adaptation, and it offers high-level facilities for creating the conceptual structure of an application, using concepts and concept relationships. Since AHA! is essentially an adaptive client and server at the same time it can be used as a component in the content delivery pipeline and thus integrated into other server environments. (AHA! is an HTTP server, but can also request pages from other HTTP servers and filter them.)

In this tutorial we cover all the steps involved in the creation of adaptive applications using AHA! version 3.0. We put the emphasis on the creation of the adaptation in the application by using concepts and concept relationships. This is not only the most important part that distinguishes adaptive from non-adaptive applications, but it is also the part that is best supported by authoring tools in this version. We also cover low-level and advanced features that are available, but their use requires a more in-depth knowledge of the technology used by AHA!.

2 Overall AHA! Architecture

In order to work with AHA! (as authors of applications) we need to understand how the AHA! system works in general. For the most part AHA! works as a Web server. Users request pages by clicking on links in a browser, and AHA! delivers the pages that correspond to these links. However, in order to generate these pages AHA! uses three types of information:
• The domain model (DM) contains a conceptual description of the application’s content. It consists of concepts and concept relationships. In AHA! every page that can be presented to the end-user must have a corresponding concept. It is also possible to have conditionally included fragments in pages. For each “place” where a decision needs to be made what to include a concept must be defined. (Such a concept can be shared between different pages on which the same information is conditionally included.) Pages are normally grouped into sections or chapters or other high-level structures. AHA! makes use of a concept hierarchy through which one can easily have “knowledge” propagated from pages to sections and chapters, and through which AHA! can automatically generate and present a hierarchical table of contents. Concepts can be connected to each other through concept relationships. In AHA! there can be arbitrarily many types of concept relationships. A number of types are predefined to get you going quickly as an author. A typical example of a (predefined) relationship type is prerequisite. When concept A is a prerequisite for concept B the end-user should be advised (or forced) to study or read about concept A before continuing with concept B. In AHA! prerequisite relationships result in changes in the presentation of hypertext link anchors. By default the link anchors will have the normal Web colors (blue or purple) when the link leads to a page concept for which all the prerequisites are met, and will have the color black when some prerequisites are not met. Creating a domain model is easiest using the Graph Author tool, described in Sect. 5. Fig. 1 shows an example of a domain model (taken from the on-line AHA! 2.0 tutorial) as it would appear in the Graph Author.

Fig. 1. Example domain model with concepts and prerequisite relationships.

• The user model (UM) in AHA! consists of a set of concepts with attributes (and attribute values). UM contains an overlay model, which means that for every concept in DM there is a concept in UM. In addition to this, UM can contain additional concepts (that have no meaning in DM) and it always contains a special pseudo-concept named “personal”. This concept has attributes to describe the user, and includes such items as login and password. When a user accesses an AHA! application the login form may contain arbitrary (usually hidden) fields that contain values for attributes of the “personal” concept. It is thus possible to initialize preferences through the login form. To get you going quickly as an author the AHA! authoring tools provide a number of UM concept templates (see Sect 5.2), resulting in concepts with predefined attributes. Typical attributes are “knowledge” and “interest”, to indicate the user’s knowledge of or interest in a certain concept. AHA! will automatically propagate an increase in knowledge of a concept to higher-level concepts (higher in the concept hierarchy of DM). It will also record a lower knowledge increase when studying concepts for which the prerequisites are not yet known.
• The adaptation model (AM) is what drives the adaptation engine. It defines how user actions are translated into user model updates and into the generation of an adapted presentation of a requested page. AM consists of adaptation rules that are actually event-condition-action rules. Most authors will never have to learn about AM because the rules are generated automatically by the Graph Author, but in order to really create the adaptive applications that do exactly what you want you should get to know either the Concept Editor presented in Sect. 6 or get to know how to define concept relationship templates used by the Graph Author.

Now that we have seen the “components” that make up an AHA! application we can explain what exactly happens when the end-user clicks on a link in a page served by AHA!:
1. In AHA! there are two types of links: links to a page and links to a concept. Since in DM pages are linked to concepts AHA! can find out which concept corresponds to a page and which page corresponds to a concept.
2. The adaptation engine starts by executing the rules associated with the attribute “access” of the requested concept (or the concept that corresponds to the requested page). “Access” is a system-defined attribute that is used specifically for the purpose of starting the rule execution.
3. Each rule may update the value of some attribute(s) of some concept(s). Each such update triggers the rules associated with these attributes of these concepts. (We explain the rules in Sect. 11.1).
4. When the rules have been executed AHA! determines which page was requested. There may be several pages associated with a concept. In Sect. 5.2 we explain how AHA! determines which page to present to the user. Processing the requested page may involve three types of actions:
   a. The page may contain conditionally included fragments and conditionally included objects. The decision whether to include a fragment or not is based on a condition which is a Boolean expression using attributes of concepts (and constants). A conditionally included fragment may conditionally include other fragments. The page with all its fragments is a single (X)HTML file. Conditionally included objects are defined through the <object> tag, with a parameter that refers to a concept. When the AHA! engine encounters a conditionally included object it executes adaptation rules associated with the “access” attribute of that concept (and these rules may again trigger other rules). UM is thus updated each time a conditionally included object is encountered. One of the rules will tell the engine which file (or “resource”) to include. This is explained in Sect. 5.2 and Sect. 10 and follows the same procedure as for the access to a page. The selected resource is inserted into the parse stream and must thus be a valid (X)HTML fragment. It may contain other <object> tags that cause the conditional inclusion of more objects.
   b. The page may contain links (<a> tags) to other concepts or pages. If a link (anchor) is of the class “conditional” the AHA! engine checks the user model to decide upon the suitability of the link destination (concept or page). If the destination is not suitable the link anchor will be displayed in black, otherwise the anchor will be displayed in blue or purple depending on the visited status of the link destination (unvisited or visited). The blue/purple/black color scheme can be changed. In AHA! the colors are referred to as GOOD, NEUTRAL and BAD.
   c. Any other content of the page is passed to the browser unchanged. It must however be valid (X)HTML. It is also possible to use an XML format different from XHTML. We have already experimented with SMIL for multimedia documents.

3 Installing the AHA! software environment

AHA! is based on Java Servlet technology. In theory it should be possible to use it with any Java-enabled platform, on any Java-based webserver. We have tried (and succeeded) in installing AHA! only on Microsoft Windows and Linux, using the Apache Tomcat server (version 4 or 5), either the standalone version or the version from Sun’s JWSDP package. In this section we describe the AHA! installation with Tomcat only (Apache or Sun’s version makes no difference).

3.1 Installing Tomcat and logging on

When installing Tomcat (on Windows this is somewhat more automated than on Linux) you have to choose a name and password for the administrator. After starting the server you should log on as this administrator in order to install AHA!. We will assume here that the Tomcat server is installed on “localhost” on port 8080. In most cases this will be the default setting. To log in as administrator you start a web browser and browse to the location http://localhost:8080/admin which brings up the following login screen:
3.2 Creating the AHA! context

After logging in using the name and password you chose you can create a “context” for AHA!. Please note that Tomcat (at least up to version 5) stores the administrator name and password as cleartext in the file conf/tomcat-users.xml. Some versions even have a standard user with name “tomcat” and password “tomcat” predefined. You should make sure only the name you chose exists in this file, and that you do not use your regular password for Tomcat as a precaution.

AHA! is distributed as a zip archive that you can extract anywhere on your system. The archive is the same whether you are using Windows or Linux. In the installation description and screen dumps we will use the directory “d:\aha3” for this purpose but this name is completely arbitrary.

After logging on you should open up the “Service” item by clicking on the icon circled in red in Fig. 3. After this you should click on “localhost” (not the small circle to the left of it) in the menu shown in Fig. 4.
This brings up a menu of available actions of which you should select to create a new context, as shown in Fig. 5.

![Menu with selection to create a new context.](Image)

Fig. 5. Menu with selection to create a new context.

Fig. 6. (on the next page) shows the form for creating the AHA! context. The items circled in red are the most important:

- The **Document Base** is the name of the directory where the AHA! archive was extracted. It need not be a subdirectory of Tomcat’s installation directory. You can install AHA! anywhere you want. (We use d:\aha3 as an example.)
- The **Path** is the name through which all AHA!-related files will be referenced. It starts with a “/” but is always relative to the document base. When you install an application named “tutorial” on this server the tutorial’s starting page will be referenced as http://localhost:8080/aha/tutorial/. (Using our example document base the application’s main directory will then be d:\aha3\tutorial.)
- **Use Naming** has to be set to True. (It is False by default.) This parameter is important in order for AHA! to be able to retrieve its configuration information from its configuration file.
- The **Session ID Initializer** must be defined. It can be any string.

We suggest to leave other parameters at their default. One parameter that can be changed as desired is the Loader Property **Reloadable**. In case you wish to modify the AHA! software while the server is running the new code will be loaded if reloadable is set to True. However, this implies that each time a Java class is accessed the server checks to see if it was modified. This slows down the AHA! system noticeably. When you set the Context Reloadable property to true this should eliminate the need for a server restart (see Sect. 3.3) after the initial AHA! configuration, but our experience is that this feature appears not to work. You can also set the Context Property **Maximum Active Sessions** to limit the number of simultaneous users.

After filling out this form you must first press the “Save” button and then the “Commit Changes” button. The AHA! context is created and you can turn to configuring AHA! itself.

**3.3 Initial AHA! configuration**

Once Tomcat is up and running and the AHA! context created you should browse to the location http://localhost:8080/aha/Config. The effect of this action is that AHA! automatically configures itself using the parameters from its context. This means that AHA! takes into account what its Document Base is. After this initial configuration step it is imperative that you shut down the Tomcat server and restart it. The next configuration steps (see Sect. 3.4) will not work unless you restart the server.
3.4 The AHA! configurator

When visiting the location http://localhost:8080/aha/Config for a second time you are presented with a login form. The initial name you must use is “aha” and the password is empty. You are then shown the page in Fig. 7.

The first thing you should do is to change the “Manager Configuration” to select a different name and password for the manager. You select “Change an existing user” and then fill out the “Manager information” form, as shown in Fig. 8. Unlike Tomcat, AHA! stores the manager password in encrypted form. There is no serious security threat if someone reads AHA!’s configuration file containing the password information.
The other items in the AHA! configurator are:

- **Configure Database:** this lets you select the internal storage format used by AHA!. The default is to use XML files to represent concepts and user models. It is possible to use a MySQL database instead. Through this menu you can copy the information from the XML representation to a MySQL database and back. In this tutorial we will assume that you leave the representation at its default setting which is to use XML files.

- **Authors:** this lets you create and change authors of AHA! applications installed on your server. It also lets you assign applications to authors. Fig. 9. shows how to create an author and assign an application. Note that “application” is sometimes referred to as “course” because AHA! was initially only used for on-line courses.

- **Convert concept list from internal format to XML file:** this lets you retrieve the concepts of a single application from the internal format (which is XML or MySQL) and convert it into a single XML file as used by the Concept Editor (see Sect. 6). The generated XML file is automatically placed in the author’s working directory.

- **Convert concept list from XML file to internal format:** this lets you convert a single application from the XML file as used by the Concept Editor (see Sect. 6) to the internal storage format (XML or MySQL). The AHA! authoring tools have a button for performing this function, so normally it is never necessary to use this menu item in the AHA! configurator. However, when importing an application from an external source (possibly created with different authoring tools) this menu item lets you “register” the application with the AHA! server.

## 4 AHA! for the end-user

This tutorial is really for AHA! authors, but it is important to first understand what an AHA! application does for the end-user. We will then learn how to make AHA! achieve what the user expects. Every AHA! application is accessed through a login form. First time users must register with the AHA! server through a registration form. It
is possible to combine both forms. Users are identified through a unique identity which is chosen in the registration form. AHA! can also allow anonymous users for which the identity is chosen by the system. That identity is remembered by the browser through the “cookie” mechanism. A user can restart an anonymous session only from the same machine using the same browser. Non-anonymous (normal) users have a password to prevent unauthorized use of their login. An application may offer a form to let users change their password.

One AHA! server can contain several applications. Users can reuse their identity when they go from one application to another. They can also return to the first application or go back and forth. However, one should not try to use two applications simultaneously from different browsers or browser windows, because AHA! maintains only one session per user at a time. Using multiple applications simultaneously can lead to unexpected results (like the name of one application being displayed in the other application, or the wrong background image on pages).

An AHA! application performs adaptation based on a user model that is created and updated each time the user clicks on a link. An author can provide forms that let the user inspect and change certain attribute values for certain concepts. It is thus possible to have user-selectable preferences, for instance to choose image over text, or to select audio or video in addition to text.

The adaptation is normally based on the user model instance at the time of a page request. However, it is possible in AHA! to keep the presentation of a concept “stable”, which means that once the concept has been presented it is always presented in the same way, even if the user model instance would suggest otherwise. Some users may find it disturbing when a presentation changes on them. Stable presentations alleviate this problem. The stability can be bound to just a session or to a Boolean expression, so it does not have to be forever.

The adaptation observed by the end-user consists of:

• The adaptive choice of link destinations. When a link is bound to a concept (rather than directly leading to a page) the adaptation engine uses a rule to determine which page to show, depending on the user model instance. A link to a concept may for instance lead to an introductory page for users who are missing some prerequisite knowledge, whereas advanced users will see a more detailed description of the concept. Such adaptation is quite drastic, and most likely very obvious to the user.

• Less drastic adaptation is the conditional inclusion of information or objects. Depending on the user model instance information items can be shown or hidden or a choice can be made (by the system) between different alternative items to be included in the page. The use of this adaptation technique serves two purposes:
  • Depending on what the user knows or doesn’t know the system may decide to give an extra explanation. Reasons for doing so include compensation of missing foreknowledge and showing interesting details or related information to users who can understand it. This is what we would call true adaptive behavior.
  • Conditional inclusion can also be used to choose between different representations of the same information. When the same items are available as text, slides, audio and video a representation can be chosen based on user preferences. Such systematic and stable type of adaptation is called adaptable behavior.

• The changes in link colors (and possibly also annotation with colored icons). The basic link annotation scheme in AHA! uses three link colors (for adaptive links):
  • GOOD: the link points to a suitable page the user has not visited before. The standard color for such link anchors is blue.
  • NEUTRAL: the link points to a suitable page the user has visited before. The standard color for such link anchors is purple.
  • BAD: the link points to an unsuitable page. Whether or not the user visited this page before, the standard color for such link anchors is (almost) black.

Depending on how the AHA! application is authored the color scheme is either determined by a style sheet (defined by the author) or is generated from preferences that can be changed by the end-user through a form. When the user navigates through the browser’s history (using the back and forward buttons) the browser may not request the pages from the AHA! server but may use cached versions. This results in pages being shown exactly as the user saw them before, and not in the “new” form that would correspond to the most recent user model.¹

AHA! applications do not have a common look and feel. An author can either create a complete custom presentation, using HTML frames and Javascript to synchronize the content of the different frames. (This is done in the AHA! 2.0 tutorial at http://aha.win.tue.nl/ for instance.) An author can also use the layout model possibilities that AHA! 3.0 offers to use some automatically generated windows or frames for displaying a partial table of contents and information about concepts.

¹We are very much interested in hearing about a general way to completely disable the caching in the browser. Until now we have been unable to find a method that works with every browser.
5 Authoring with the Graph Author tool

To create the conceptual structure of an application you can use the Graph Author tool, or the Concept Editor described in Sect. 6. The Graph Author is a higher level tool than the Concept Editor. Most authors will never need to use the Concept Editor, but for those who wish to we describe it later.

A standard AHA! installation has a link to the authoring tools on its “home” page. Since we assume that AHA! is installed with /aha as its path, the authoring tools will be available from the /aha/author/ page. The Graph Author is a Java applet with Servlets on the server side to support the I/O. After entering your (author) name and password it lets you create a new application or open an application that is assigned to you. (You cannot open other authors’ applications.) In the Graph Author you create concepts and concept relationships. The Graph Author window is split into two parts, showing the concepts (as a hierarchy) on the left and showing the concept relationships (as a graph) on the right. Fig. 10 shows a screen shot of the Graph Author. The graph represents the structure of prerequisite relationships in a “tutorial” application. The concepts are structured as a hierarchy which in fact also is a structure of concept relationships (and always present in an AHA! application). Every type of relationship has a different meaning related to the adaptation an application provides (we explain this later) and is represented using different color and style of arrows. In Fig. 10 (on the next page) we only see the prerequisite relationships. Other types of relationships are filtered out to prevent clutter. We will briefly explain the operations provided by the buttons on the toolbar (which looks like the image below):

- This button is used to create a new application. It is initially unnamed but you can assign it a name when you save it. The application is then automatically added to the list of applications assigned to you. Every newly created application has a “toplevel” concept. All concepts you create later will be below this concept in the concept hierarchy.
- This button is used to open an existing application that is assigned to you (as an author). You are presented with a dialog box that lets you select one of the assigned applications.
- This button is used to save the application. You get a dialog box that lets you optionally change the name of the application too. When the application is saved it does not automatically become served from your AHA! server. It is only saved in “authoring format” so that you can later open it again and continue editing.
- This button is also used to save the application. In addition to saving into the authoring format this button also commits the application to the server’s database (either in XML or in mySQL representation). After restarting the Tomcat server the edited application becomes available to end-users.
- This button is used to create a new concept. A dialog box is shown to enter a name, description and template (type) for the concept and optionally a resource (file name). The resource uses a name relative to the server path. If an application like the “tutorial” shown in Fig. 10 is accessed as /aha/tutorial then the resource to be entered will be file:/tutorial/… (and not /aha/tutorial). The new concept will become a child of the last concept that was selected (by clicking on it).
- This button is used to filter the presentation of the concept relationship graph. Fig. 10 shows a structure with only prerequisite relationships. Every type of relationship has a different visual representation. You can select which types are visible and which are hidden. (All remain present. This is only a visualization effect.)
- This button activates a check for cycles in the concept relationship graph. Although cycles are allowed some kinds of cycles may cause the adaptation engine to enter an infinite loop of user model updates. This check is performed automatically as you are creating concepts and relationships but it can be useful to execute it on a freshly loaded application.
- These three buttons are used to zoom to 100%, zoom in and zoom out. The Graph Author window can also be resized to enlarge the portion of the relationship graph you can see. When resizing and zooming does not help enough to get a good overview of the graph or of some details, try moving concepts around in the graph visualization, or use the filter button (described above).
5.1 Concept relationships

The concept relationship graph is created by dragging concepts from the hierarchy shown on the left (see Fig. 10) to the drawing pane, and by then drawing arrows between the concepts. You first select the appropriate concept relationship type from the drop-down list (top right in Fig. 10) and then click on the source concept and drag to the destination concept. Some concept relationships may have an optional parameter. By clicking on the arrow a textfield appears in which the parameter value can be entered. For a prerequisite for instance the amount of knowledge that must be exceeded in order for AHA! to consider the prerequisite to be fulfilled is a parameter. (Its default value is 50 in this case.)

Since prerequisite relationships are most used we will explain how to use them and also how they work. All relationship types in AHA! are translated into adaptation rules. The details of these rules are explained in Sect. 11.1. For now all we need to know is that a rule assigns a value to an attribute of a concept. Also, the rules are executed (conditionally) when a page (associated with the concept) is accessed. In an application like the “tutorial” one we have three types of concept relationships that play a role:

- For every page there is a unary relationship (a relationship from the page to itself), called knowledge update. When a page is read the action that is performed depends on the suitability of the page. If the suitability attribute is “true” then the knowledge of the page is set to 100. If it is false then the knowledge of the page is increased to 35. (By this we mean the value is set to 35 if it is lower but left at its previous value if that was already over 35.)

- The concept hierarchy shown in the Graph Author is used for knowledge propagation. When the knowledge of a concept changes that change is propagated to the concepts that are higher in the concept hierarchy. How much knowledge is propagated depends on the number of siblings the concept has. The idea is that when all siblings reach a knowledge level of 100 the parent should have 100 as well. (But due to integer arithmetic and truncation that value may end up being slightly lower.)

- The prerequisite relationships determine the suitability of a concept. If A is a prerequisite for B, expressed by drawing a prerequisite arc from A to B in the graph, the suitability of B depends on the knowledge of A. The standard rule requires the knowledge of A to be higher than 50 in order for B to be considered suitable. As you can see from the description above there is a close interplay between knowledge and suitability. The interaction between these is such that when a page is read for which the concept is considered not suitable then that concept gets some knowledge value but not enough to make the concepts for which it is a prerequisite suitable.
Hence prerequisite relationships exhibit the property of transitivity. If A is a prerequisite for B and B for C then A is automatically a prerequisite for C. Without this property the graph of Fig. 1 would have looked a lot more complicated.

5.2 Concept templates

Fig. 11 shows a dialog box for creating/editing a concept in the Graph Author.

Fig. 11. Dialog box for creating/editing a concept.

Every concept has a name and optional description, and is of a certain type, represented by a template. The template determines which attributes the concept has, and whether it must have a resource (file) associated with it or not. An abstract concept does not have a resource. A page concept must have a resource, like file:/tutorial/xml/install.xhtml. Advanced users can create new templates. AHA! does not currently offer an authoring tool for doing so. The templates are listed in /aha/author/authorfiles/templatelist.txt and are xml files in the directory /aha/author/authorfiles/templates. Below we show part of the page template.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE template SYSTEM 'template.dtd'>
template
  <name>page concept</name>
  <attributes>
    <attribute>
      <name>access</name>
      <description>triggered by page access</description>
      <default>false</default>
      <type>bool</type>
      <isPersistent>false</isPersistent>
      <isSystem>true</isSystem>
      <isChangeable>false</isChangeable>
    </attribute>
    <attribute>
      <name>knowledge</name>
      <description>knowledge about this concept</description>
      <default>0</default>
      <type>int</type>
      <isPersistent>true</isPersistent>
      <isSystem>false</isSystem>
      <isChangeable>true</isChangeable>
    </attribute>
    <attribute>
      <name>visited</name>
      <description>has this page been visited?</description>
      <default>0</default>
      <type>int</type>
      <isPersistent>true</isPersistent>
      <isSystem>true</isSystem>
      <isChangeable>false</isChangeable>
    </attribute>
    <attribute>
      <name>suitability</name>
      <description>the suitability of this page</description>
      <default>true</default>
```
We see that a page concept has 4 attributes and one unary concept relationship which is the knowledge update described earlier. The attributes play the following role:

- **access**: When the page is accessed the rules associated with this attribute are executed (first). The attribute only serves the purpose of starting the adaptation rule engine. `<isSystem>true</isSystem>` indicates that this attribute has a special meaning to the AHA! engine. `<isPersistent>false</isPersistent>` means that the value of this attribute is not stored in the user model.

- **knowledge**: This attribute is typical for educational applications. It stores the system’s idea of the user’s knowledge of the concept. The knowledge attribute has no special meaning to the AHA! system. It has `<isSystem>false</isSystem>` to indicate this. It stores an integer value in the user model (as can be seen from the `<isPersistent>true</isPersistent>` property. Initially the user’s knowledge of every concept is considered to be 0 `<default>0</default>`). By default the user is allowed to change this value through a form you can create as an author (see Sect. 7), because of `<isChangeable>true</isChangeable>`.

- **visited**: This attribute is used by the system `<isSystem>true</isSystem>` to remember `<isPersistent>true</isPersistent>` whether the user visited the page or not. This attribute is used by the system to decide whether a suitable link will be displayed using the GOOD (blue) or NEUTRAL (purple) color. The system however does not set the value of this attribute. The default knowledge update rule will set the value of this attribute (as well as the knowledge attribute). It will only register the page as visited if it was suitable.

- **suitability**: This attribute is used by the system `<isSystem>true</isSystem>` to decide on the presentation of links to the page. If the suitability is true the link anchors will be GOOD (blue) or NEUTRAL (purple) depending on the visited status. If the suitability is false the anchors will be BAD (black). The standard style sheet used by AHA! also does not underline links. As a result BAD links are effectively hidden.

In the **advanced** mode of the graph author more aspects of a concept can be controlled. We discuss two of them: stability and resource selection. Fig. 12 shows the edit concept dialog box in advanced mode. The stability can be chosen to be forever after the first adaptation, stability during the current session, or stability while a Boolean expression remains true. A stable concept is adapted to the current user model the first time it is presented, and afterwards (during the chosen stability period) it is always presented in the same way even if the user model would suggest a different presentation.

When a concept is defined using a template that has a showability attribute (or when a showability attribute is added) the resource can be selected based on expressions. Fig. 13 shows the resource dialog box. When a concept is accessed the resource that will be presented to the user is determined by examining expressions (from top to bottom as entered in Fig. 13). This construct can be used for deciding which page to present when following a link to a concept, but also to decide which resource to include when the `<object>` tag is used to conditionally include an object. AHA! comes with a “page” template for concepts that are tied to a single page (resource), and a “page concept” template for concepts that have alternative (page) presentations, chosen through the value of the showability attribute. As an author you specify the conditions for selecting a resource (page), as shown in Fig. 13. The Graph Author translates this to values for the showability attribute, and adaptation rules for ensuring that the correct resource is chosen, based on the given conditions.
5.3 Concept relationship types

Concept relationship types are defined using templates, just like concepts. The definition of a concept relationship type consists of two parts: a presentation part (used by the Graph Author to decide how to show relationships of the type) and an implementation part (used by the Graph Author to translate a conceptual model into the actual adaptation rules used by the AHA! engine. Concept relationship types are defined through xml files. We show the files for prerequisite relationships as an example.
This file shows that prerequisites are shown as red dashed arrows (as can be seen in Fig. 10), and that cycles are not allowed (<properties acyclic="true" />).

This file shows that the effect of a prerequisite is that the knowledge of the source concept should be greater than 50. The result of the comparison between that knowledge and 50 is stored as the default value for the suitability attribute of the destination. Since suitability is not a persistent attribute its value is not stored in the user model but is calculated each time it is needed. It is possible for a concept to have several prerequisites that all need to be fulfilled. This is achieved by combining the expressions with the logical “AND” operator. Note that “OR” is also allowed in a relationship type definition. The templates for other relationship types like the knowledge update are more complicated as they define event-condition-action rules that must be generated. We discuss such rules in the next section.

6 The concept editor

When you save an application in the Graph Author, a file in “authoring format” is created that can be edited (but also created from scratch) using the Concept Editor tool. This is a low-level tool in which every bit of functionality of AHA! (regarding concepts, attributes and adaptation rules) can be controlled. Note that whereas the Graph Author can generate files in the Concept Editor’s authoring format it cannot import them. Some user interface differences between the Graph Author and the Concept Editor exist for historical reasons only. They may be eliminated in a future version, depending on available manpower.

When you start the Concept Editor it asks for a name and password. After that you can create an application or open an existing application assigned to you. (You have to type the name of the application as we have not yet copied the code that lets you select it from a list in the Graph Author.) Fig. 14 shows the Concept Editor with the same “tutorial” example used earlier. The concept hierarchy is represented inside the concepts, but the Concept Editor (unfortunately) does not show that hierarchy in its left frame. Also, the Concept Editor is sometimes referred to as “Generatelist Editor” for historical reasons. The authoring format with concepts and adaptation rules is called the “generatelist format”.

The editor lists all the concepts (of a single application) on the left, and shows details of a selected concept on the right. We will briefly look at the different items that make up all the information related to a concept:
Fig. 14. The Concept Editor.

- **Name**: The name of a concept consists of “application name”, “concept name”. The Concept Editor mentions the application name explicitly (unlike the Graph Author) because it lets you use concepts from other applications.
- **Resource**: The name of the page, in case of a concept with an associated web page.
- **Description**: An optional description of what the concept means or is used for.
- **Concept type**: The type or template used to create the concept. This determines which attributes are automatically created and which adaptation rules.
- **Title**: AHA! can automatically create an adaptive table of contents. Each concept in that title can be shown with just its name or with an alternative name or “title”.
- **Hierarchy**: A concept can be part of the concept hierarchy (which is shown in the table of contents, used for knowledge propagation, etc.) or not. If the concept is part of the hierarchy it must have a parent unless it is the top of the hierarchy. Concepts can have children in the hierarchy and siblings. The siblings are arranged sequentially. (This order is used in the table of contents.)
- **Attributes**: A concept has a number of attributes, and with each attribute a number of adaptation rules can be associated. We look at a few adaptation rules in detail below. Each attribute has a name, optional description and default value. In Fig. 15 we show the `access` attribute, which is a “System” attribute. (Hence the template has determined the name, description and default and in the editor this cannot be changed without first making this attribute no longer a system attribute.) An attribute can be “Changeable”, meaning that it can be used in a form (see Sect. 7 about the Form Editor) that lets end-users change the attribute value. An attribute can be “Persistent”, meaning that the value is stored (permanently, but can be updated) in the user model. Three other aspects of a concept are the adaptation rules, stability and “casegroup”.

![Concept Editor Diagram]
Adaptation rules (or “generate list items”) are event-condition-action rules. The event that triggers the execution of a rule is a change to the attribute value. For the “pseudo-attribute” access the event is the page access. (It temporarily changes the value of the access attribute from false to true. Fig. 15 shows the condition of each of the rules associated with the attribute (one line per rule). When we click on the condition and then “edit” we get to see the actions that are performed when the condition is true, and the optional actions for when the condition is false. Fig. 16 shows the actions for tutorial.install.suitability && tutorial.install.knowledge < 35. The rule shows that the knowledge is set to 35 if the condition is true.

When the “Stability” property is checked the presentation of the concept can be “frozen” in three ways (selected from the drop-down list). The stability “always” means that the presentation is adapted to the user model state the first time the concept is presented, and after that the presentation remains the same. The “session” stability means that the adaptation will happen the first time in every (login) session. The “freeze” stability means that the presentation is frozen as long as the associated expression remains true. (When false then normal adaptation is done.)

The “Casegroup” checkmark indicates that multiple resources are associated with the concept and that has different resources associated with it. This feature is normally only used with a system-attribute called show-ability. It is used to conditionally select a resource (file) to include in the presentation in the location of a special <object> tag (See Sect. 10) or to select the page to present when a link to a concept is followed (instead of a link directly to a page).
7 The Form Editor

Attributes of concepts defined as “changeable” can be included in a custom-made form. The Form Editor lets you create an (X)HTML form in which form elements for the attributes of concepts are inserted automatically, and in which you create the remainder of the presentation by means of plain HTML code.

A form is bound to an application, so when creating a new form you have to “load” the conceptual structure of that application. (File, Load AHA! application). The form editor creates a skeleton representing an empty form. You can add HTML code for the presentation and use the buttons “Input”, “Select”, “Option” and “Button” to add form elements. You first select a changeable attribute of some concept and then decide on the type of form element to create:

- **Input**: This is a text field in which numbers or arbitrary text can be entered by the end-user. You define the `Size` (the number of characters there is room for on the screen), `MaxLength` (the maximum length of the input the user is allowed to provide; this is typically at least `Size`), a `Default` value to show when the field is presented to the end-user, and an optional `Description` that will precede the form element in the presentation of the form. AHA! takes the type of the attribute into account and will check whether the end-user entered numbers only when the attribute is an integer.

- **Select**: This is a selection list. It can display a number of choices at once (`Size`) and use a scrollbar when the list is longer. The list itself (`EnumList`) must be a list of values separated by semicolons (;).

- **Option**: This is a series of checkboxes or radio buttons. Radio buttons are used when the `Allowed` number of choices is 1. Otherwise checkboxes are used. The `EnumList` of choices is again a semicolon-separated list of values.

- **Button**: This creates a submit or reset button. It can be given a name that is displayed in the button.

A form can be viewed as HTML source and can be previewed. The Form Editor uses a standard Java HTML editor class to do this. At the time of writing this tutorial this standard class is not yet fully XHTML compliant, so you will have to use a somewhat simplified HTML, which is normally enough for a simple form.
Forms created with the Form Editor are saved in your authoring directory. You have to copy them to whichever location on the server you want to use to refer to them from within the content pages that have a link to them. (We are working on a tool that lets you create forms inside the application’s document tree right away.)

Fig. 17. Form Editor with an example form.

8 Multiple choice tests

AHA! 3.0 has a new module for multiple choice tests. It was developed at the University of Cordoba (by Cristobal Romero). You can create tests with an arbitrary number of questions and arbitrary numbers of answers per question, and have the system automatically select questions and answers to present. You can give elaborate feedback or just a score. We will not describe the details of the Multiple-Choice Test Editor and the use of tests in this tutorial.

9 The Layout Manager

Web-based applications (whether adaptive or not) often have a distinctive look and feel. They consist of several HTML frames, each used for a specific purpose, like a header, a menu or table of contents, and a main frame with text. Some existing adaptive hypermedia systems, like Interbook [3], have a very distinctive presentation style that cannot be changed. Older versions of AHA! had no presentation style, so you could create any style using frames (and style sheets) at will. But they also did not offer a way to implement a standard style and apply it to a whole presentation.
In AHA! 3.0 we use a Layout Model to determine the style of a presentation [4]. We will introduce this feature through a number of examples. The layout model consists of three types of entities:

- **A view** is an atomic presentation unit. A view can present an HTML file from the application, or one of a number of automatically generated content or links to other (secondary) views.

- **A viewgroup** is a grouping of views to form what is presented in a single window. A viewgroup is translated to an HTML frameset in which every view is a frame. “Compounds” are used to define the frames structure and identify which view is to be presented in which frame. When an application contains different types of presentations, e.g. information pages, a table of contents, a glossary, etc., different viewgroups can be defined. Viewgroups indicated as “secondary” will always presented in a separate window.

- **A layout** a set of viewgroups that together form a presentation. A single application may have different layouts for different types of concepts. The presentation for page concepts (with additional information) can be different from the presentation of an abstract concept for instance.

Currently the layout of an application must be named LayoutConfig.xml and reside in the main directory of the application. It consists of a `<viewlist>` which provides the names of all the views that exist in the application, and a `<layoutlist>` which defines how the different layouts are assembled from viewgroups using the views from the viewlist. The example we describe below tries to mimic (part of) the layout of Interbook applications. Note that this is just one of many possible layouts you can define for similar applications.

- **The simplest example of a view** is the “main” view used to contain the contents of a page, corresponding to a requested concept (which we call the “current page” or “current concept”). It is defined as:

```
<view name="v3" type="MainView" />
```

A view can have several attributes. Name is obvious. Type indicates which information needs to be shown in the view. “MainView” is the type that represents that the view will simply present the contents of a (HTML) file. This is always the “main” part of the application. Apart from MainView AHA! currently offers a number of types of views that are inspired by Interbook [3]. More view types will be added in the future as needed.

- **EmptyView** has the obvious meaning of representing an empty view, used to take up space (possibly with a background image) but presenting no content.

- **TOCView** is a view presenting a complete table of contents, generated from the concept hierarchy. The items in the table of contents are indented according to their level in the hierarchy.

- **PathView** is a partial table of contents, showing the path from the top of the concept hierarchy down to the current concept, and it also shows the siblings of that concept.

- **ChildrenView** is a view presenting a list of children of the current concept (in the concept hierarchy).

- **TreeView** is a view that combines PathView and ChildrenView: it shows the path from the top of the concept hierarchy down to the current concept, the siblings and the children of that concept.

- **GlossaryView** presents the list of concepts which the current page contributes knowledge.

- **ToolboxView** is a view with links to secondary windows.

- **Common parameters** that can be assigned to a view, using the “params” attribute, are:
  - `leftspace` to create a left margin,
  - `cType` to indicate the type (template) of concepts to show in the Glossary, and different parameters to indicate certain graphical artifacts or icons. A background image is indicated using a different parameter called “background”.

- A **viewgroup** represents a window. A number of parameters of the viewgroup tag define properties of the viewgroup, such as whether it is resizable and what should be the initial width and height. A viewgroup can consist of:

```
<viewgroup name="TOC" secondary="true"
            wndOpt="status=1,menubar=1,resizable=1,toolbar=1,
                   width=300,height=400">
  <viewref name="v1"/>
</viewgroup>
```

As shown above the view is referred to by name (v1), using a viewref tag.

- A **compound** defines a structure with different HTML frames. It indicates which view should be presented in which frame. A compound may contain other compounds and viewrefs at the same time.

```
<compound framestruct="rows=20%,*,145" border="0">
  <compound framestruct="cols=*,145" border="0">
    <viewref name="v7" />
    <viewref name="v5" />
  </compound>
  <compound framestruct="cols=70,*,145">
    <viewref name="v1"/>
  </compound>
</compound>
```

- **...**
The adaptation that is performed in a given layout is defined in the file ConceptTypeConfig.xml (also in the application’s main directory). In AHA! each concept has a type (as can be seen in Fig. 12). Concepts of a type are presented using the layout that is defined for that type. The way in which adaptation or annotation is done can be different for every type. One can define icons to be placed in front of a link, for instance as:

```xml
<fronticon>
  <good>icons/GreenBall.gif</good>
  <bad>icons/RedBall.gif</bad>
  <neutral>icons/WhiteBall.gif</neutral>
  <unconditional></unconditional>
</fronticon>
```

This produces Interbook-style annotation using green, white and red balls. One can also produce icons (after a link) that depend on the value of an attribute. In Interbook checkmarks can be placed behind concepts in the ConceptBar view to indicate the knowledge level of the concept. In AHA! this is done as follows:

```xml
<iconanno>
  <attribute>
    <name>knowledge</name>
    <distribution>
      <boundary>0</boundary>
      <boundary>33</boundary>
      <boundary>55</boundary>
      <boundary>76</boundary>
      <boundary>101</boundary>
    </distribution>
    <results>
      <result>icons/NoCheckM.gif</result>
      <result>icons/SmallCheckM.gif</result>
      <result>icons/MedCheckM.gif</result>
      <result>icons/BigCheckM.gif</result>
    </results>
  </attribute>
</iconanno>
```

Similarly annotations can be defined for links in a PathView or TreeView to indicate whether a concept has children or not.

The initial implementation and examples of the use of predefined layout definitions was inspired by Interbook. However, views have been defined that are not present in Interbook (e.g. the TreeView) and most of the look and feel of the application is in the choice of icons and colors, which are all configurable in the layout. The on-line version of the AHA! 3.0 tutorial (also included in the distribution) has a distinctive look of its own.

## 10 The application content (pages)

Every AHA! application consists of pages, in HTML or XHTML (and possibly some other formats like SMIL), and of auxiliary files like icons and images. All the files of an application are stored in the directory tree that starts with the name of the application. The example “tutorial” application will be known to the browser as /aha/tutorial/ but will be stored in the directory /tutorial on the server (below the AHA! documentroot). All the files of the application can be stored in this directory or in subdirectories, and they can refer to each other using relative or absolute addresses.

- All pages (or objects) referred to using a relative address (like “readme.xhtml” or “../images/example.gif”) are processed by the AHA! engine. All references to pages (or objects) that contain conditional fragments or conditionally presented or adapted links must be of this type.
- All pages (or objects) referred to using an absolute local address (like “/aha/tutorial/images/example.gif”) are served directly by the Tomcat server. No adadaptation is done to these resources.

Although AHA! contains some limited backward compatibility support for plain HTML, it works best with XHTML, with or without some AHA! extensions. In AHA! XHTML pages the most important elements are:
• Links in pages are indicated with an <a> tag like in standard HTML. AHA! considers three types of links: “conditional”, “unconditional” and “external”. Links in (X)HTML can have a class assigned to them. A conditional link will look like:

```html
<a href="link-dest.xhtml" class="conditional">anchor text</a>
```

and likewise for an “unconditional” link. Links without a class or with another class value are considered external links. They are shown using colors that are different from conditional and unconditional links. A link can point to a page or a concept. When a link points to a concept the adaptation rules (the “Casegroup” in particular) are used to determine which page to show. (Sect. 5.2 explains how to assign resources to concepts.)

• Conditional fragments in XHTML pages can be created using an <if> tag that exists in an AHA! extension to XHTML. (Use xhtml-ahaext-1.dtd.) The “if” contains an expression using user model concepts and attributes. An example:

```html
<if expr="tutorial.rules.knowledge gt;50">
  <block>
    Here some text for people with knowledge about rules.
  </block>
  <block>
    Here some text for people without knowledge about rules.
  </block>
</if>
```

• In AHA! it is also possible to conditionally include fragments without using the special additional <if> tag. The <object> tag is used instead, with a special type of “aha/text” [5]. The tag looks like:

```html
<object name="tutorial.conditionalobject" type="aha/text">

The name refers to a concept that has a “Casegroup” definition to determine which file to include depending on an expression using user model concepts and attributes. Fig. 13 shows how to create a “Casegroup” in the Graph Author; Fig. 15. does the same for the Concept Editor.

At this time AHA! does not offer a special tool for creating content pages on the server. You need a login or ftp upload facilities for creating pages, images and other auxiliary files, and also to place forms created with the Form Editor within the application’s directory tree. (An upload/download tool is being developed.) Also, the current AHA! implementation creates a “temp” directory in the application directory tree. When you change the concept structure you have to remove that directory and let AHA! recreate it. (This will change in a future release.)

11 Advanced topics

11.1 Event-Condition-Action rules

In Sect. 6 we have explained the adaptation rules. We briefly show an example of the syntax of the rules as they appear in the “authoring format” used by the Graph Author and the Concept Editor.

```xml
<generateListItem isPropagating="true">
  <requirement>! tutorial.readme.suitability &amp;&amp; tutorial.readme.knowledge &lt; 35</requirement>
  <trueActions>
    <action>
      <conceptName>tutorial.readme</conceptName>
      <attributeName>knowledge</attributeName>
      <expression>35</expression>
    </action>
  </trueActions>
</generateListItem>
<generateListItem isPropagating="true">
  <requirement>tutorial.readme.suitability</requirement>
  <trueActions>
    <action>
      <conceptName>tutorial.readme</conceptName>
      <attributeName>knowledge</attributeName>
      <expression>100</expression>
    </action>
  </trueActions>
</generateListItem>
```
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These three event-condition-action rules are tied to an attribute (in this case “access”) of a concept (in this case “readme”) of the tutorial application. (The attribute and concept cannot be seen in the example.) When a rule is triggered its condition, called “requirement” is checked first. It is a Boolean expression. The first rule is executed when tutorial.readme.suitability is false and tutorial.readme.knowledge is lower than 35. Note the strange escape sequences & and < in the expression. These are needed because the XML parser will translate them to & and <. Without the escaping the XML parser would interpret them as & and < instead of translating them into & and <. Depending on the outcome of evaluating the expression either the “trueactions” or the “falseactions” will be performed. In the example there are no “falseactions”. The action will assign the value 35 to the knowledge attribute of tutorial.readme. The second rule assigns the value 100 to the knowledge attribute of tutorial.readme if the suitability of tutorial.readme is true, and the third rule sets the visited attribute of tutorial.readme to 100 if the suitability of tutorial.readme is true. Note that the second and third rule could have been combined into a single rule. This was not the case because the rules were automatically generated by the Graph Author.

11.2 Special Forms and Reports

AHA! has a number of special tags for generating some built-in reports and forms. These tags can be used in a header or footer, included with a normal <object> tag (not of type aha/text but normal text/xml). The possible tags are defined in the standard “headerfooter.dtd”. Each tag is used either as a handler or a variable. We just mention a few as examples:

- **username, loginid, email, university, department, course and title** are variables that are replaced by their value from the user model, if that exists. Such variables exist if the registration form for the application has a field that asks for their values or that gives values in hidden fields.
- **numberdone and numberto</falseActions>
\</generateListItem>
References